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B65G1/1373 for fulfilling orders in warehouses

G05D1/0027 involving a plurality of vehicles  e.g. fleet or convoy travelling | traffic control systems for road vehicles | (..

C07K14/705 Receptors| Cell surface antigens| Cell surface determinants | tumour specific antigens | (ref: C07K14/4748)

B65G1/1378 the orders being assembled on fixed commissioning areas remote from the storage areas

G05D1/0214 in accordance with safety or protection criteria  e.g. avoiding hazardous areas | monitoring the location of ..

G06Q10/087 Inventory or stock management  e.g. order filling  procurement  balancing against orders

B25J9/1666 Avoiding collision or forbidden zones

G06F9/45512 Command shells

G05D1/0287 involving a plurality of land vehicles  e.g. fleet or convoy travelling | traffic control systems for road vehicl..

B65G1/137 with arrangements or automatic control means for selecting which articles are to be removed
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Title: Coordinating Hundreds of Cooperative, Autonomous Vehicles in Warehouses
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